
Browsing PDS

SBN-PSI’s Context Browser and APIs



Assist in data discovery for everything PDS

Our goals for this project:

1. Present and navigate the entire PDS archive in a way where users don’t need to know PDS4
2. Use what we have now, rather than wait for a brighter future

3. We’re here to solve the Browse Problem, not Search (Search needs something to search for!)

4. Optimize for the 90%, not the edge cases (space missions + big targets first)

5. Use the PDS registry to avoid metadata duplication/fragmentation

6. Streamline the process of actually loading datasets into the registry

7. Allow for archive curation and augmentation, to override or supplement what comes from the raw 

labels where needed
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The challenges we’re overcoming

Three main issues:

1. The registry: it’s just a search-efficient database that’s as good as the data that goes into it. You still 
need semantic and structural understanding of how the data was ingested, since there’s technically 

not much of a defined schema
2. The metadata: it’s ugly
3. The model: it doesn’t cover everything we knew we’d need to adequately navigate and present the 

context objects and datasets



















Solving the registry challenges

Brute force! 

Several queries are required to join all the 
documents necessary to display a web page

Built a separate internal API layer into the 

application to perform groups of related 

requests



Fixing metadata

All by hand baby

Built an intermediate database full of 
curated, contextual and human-

friendly “display” metadata

Paid people to fill it up, and paid other 

people to give us feedback on it



Expanding the model

How to fix an insufficient model? More model!

Needed the ability to quickly iterate and expand to support fields 
that would largely be irrelevant for any other data-driven services

Eventually migrate the more broadly useful data into the core IM



Providing an API layer around the registry would jump-start a lot of applications

1. Teach the registry PDS4— that knowledge currently only exists in Harvest and config files
2. Simple encapsulation of queries into more model-aware API: “Give me all the Bundles for Cassini 

between these dates” “What instruments were on this mission?”. Solr should be an implementation 

detail.

3. Allow for custom supplemental metadata to be stored alongside context objects or datasets natively 

(a la mission dictionaries, but for software)

Registry as a software-driven model



Baton-pass protocol

As domain-specific tools for product search or data 

transformations become updated or created, a 

protocol for deep-linking to relevant searches.

However, in the short term: We can actually just 

write specific integrations. There aren’t that many 

tools! 



Crazy ideas

Web services for standard archiving needs, useful on this browser or in other data tools

1. Dynamic downloads of specific subsets of data products 
2. On-the-fly transformations for standard data types (Transform tool, but for the web)

3. Standardized dataset/label viewer (PDS4 Viewer, but for the web)


